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We are cordially inviting you for Industry-Institute Interaction Meet (III MEET-2014) on 18th January 2014, Saturday, organized by Bapu Rao Deshmukh College of Engineering, Sevagram in association with Wardha IT Park and sponsored by AICTE, New Delhi.

ABOUT BDCE
Yashwant Rural Education Society’s Bapu Rao Deshmukh College of Engineering was established in 1983 by Late Shri Bapu Raoji Deshmukh, a close associate of Mahatma Gandhi with the concept of “Teaching is a mission not a profession.” This mission is being continued by our present Chairman Prof. Sureshbhai B. Deshmukh. The College is recognized by AICTE and permanently affiliated to Rashtrasant Tukadoji Maharaj Nagpur University. The Institute is located at Sevagram, Distt. Wardha. The college is running seven engineering undergraduate programs (BE) & five engineering postgraduate programs (MTech) along with postgraduate program in management studies (MBA). Institute is approved research centre for PhD and ME by Research. Besides this around 140 research scholars are registered for PhD at our research centre and around fifteen students for higher learning studies at our research centre (ME by research). The Institute has established Khadi Village Industries Commission (KVIC) Project by Government of India, New Delhi. Eco-friendly Green Campus spread over 32 acres. Institute maintained experienced and qualified staff for academic excellence. Well equipped & Internet-ready laboratories are available to satisfy the recent global needs. This institute is an approved Local Nodal Center to promote Outcome Based NBA Accreditation Process. During last 30 years, the institution marched ahead with a promise of academic excellence for overall development of its students and further promises to strive hard to keep the same atmosphere intact for years to come. Institute has registered alumni Association—‘Gandhigram Engineers’ Alumni Association.

ABOUT WARDHA IT PARK
Wardha IT Park project (a unit of Maharani Paints Pvt. Ltd.) is initiated by C Dass Group, a reputed business house from Faridabad with an experience of over 35 years in multiple industries and countries. The project is located at MIDC Sevagram, Distt. Wardha and is spread over an area of 37 acres. Wardha IT Park shall be constructing eleven state of the art IT towers having a total constructed area of about 28 lacs square feet of world-class office infrastructure including guest houses and commercial arcade to create an integrated township. The whole infrastructure is Vastu compliant. The company has already started its activities to develop Wardha as the upcoming IT hub of the country and attracting the industry to invest in this region. Main objective of Wardha IT Park is to provide best quality and cost effective space to the IT/ITES companies. These spaces can either be a Cold Shell or Warm Shell, Fully furnished ready to move-in, plug and play facility or a specifically Built-to-Suite requirement of the client for IT/ITES activities & establishments.

ABOUT INDUSTRY INSTITUTE INTERACTION
- To bring industry closer to the academic and vice-versa.
- To develop the close links between Industry & Institute by interactions programs to gain the advantage of cross fertilization of ideas for system improvement.
- To integrate industrial training and other inputs from the industry with the teaching learning processes so as to develop in the students.
- To assist the industry in the selection of suitable candidates to fill up jobs positions through campus interviews and other selection procedures.
- To offer research, development, consultancy and testing services to solve industrial problems.
- To create a holistic platform at BDCE for placement drive of undergraduate and postgraduate students.
- To organize the collaborative value-based, need-based staff development program for industrial personnel and stakeholders of academia.
- To promote entrepreneurship in technical institute.

KEY NOTE ADDRESS
Mr. Arun K Saxena
CEO, Easypack Softwares (India) Pvt. Ltd., Nagpur
Ms. Gagandeep Kaur
Deputy Manager- People Development, Global Logic, Nagpur
Mr. Rizwan Ahmad
Vice President –Technology, Q.M. CompuTech Pvt. Ltd. Nagpur
(India Development Center: DelaPlex Software, USA)
Mr. Kartik Vyas
Campus Outreach Leader, Persistent System Ltd., Nagpur

PATRONS
Prof. Sureshbhai B. Deshmukh
M.L.A. Wardha Constituency (MS), Chairman, Yashwant Rural Education Society, Wardha
Er. Shri. Samir S. Deshmukh
Director, BDCE, Sevagram, Wardha

ADVISORY COMMITTEE – Industry Representation
Mr. Sunil Katial
Executive Director, Uttam Values Steel Ltd., Bhugaon, Wardha.
Mr. Parag Khandar
Assistant Consultant, Tata Consultancy Services (TCS), Pune.
Mr. Pramod Gaikwad
Senior HR Manager, LANCO Vidarbha Thermal Power Ltd., Wardha.
Mr. Ajit Ingle
G.M., Amravati Power Transmission Ltd., India Bulls Power Ltd., Amravati.
Mr. Pravin Bombatkar
Director, Unisource Automation Pvt. Ltd., Pune.
Mr. Vivek Nagpure
Director, Infilux Illuminations Pvt. Ltd., Wardha.

ADVISORY COMMITTEE – University Representation
Dr. D.K. Agrawal
Member, Management Council, RTM Nagpur University, Nagpur
Dr. M.D. Chaudhary
Chairman of BoS, Basic Sciences, RTM Nagpur University, Nagpur
Dr. S.V. Deshmukh
Chairman of BoS, Production Engineering, RTM Nagpur University, Nagpur